Web applications have become business critical. They perform multiple functions today, from virtual storefronts to fundamental processes and work streams. Protecting this critical interaction with clientele is essential, yet web vulnerability and application security continue to be the top exploitation modes used by attackers today. Conversely most known vulnerabilities can be blocked just by having a web application firewall (WAF) in place.

Now, having a managed WAF in place will prevent these vulnerabilities from being exploited, letting you focus on your core business. By transferring complex, labor intensive security operations to a single point of contact with expertly trained security experts, your web applications will be protected from security events around the clock.

Why Choose a Managed WAF Service?

Global visibility to web attacks, layered defenses to handle multi-vector complex attacks and maintaining the highest accuracy in detection and mitigation of web attacks can overwhelm your security team due to lack of resources, expertise and the time required to focus on security policies. Retaining a security professional like Trustwave to monitor, manage and fine-tune your WAF is essential to your bottom line because it gives your developers time to focus on strategic projects for your business, and removes them from performing tasks typically apportioned to security analysts / security professionals.

Trustwave Managed WAF service is bolstered by highly skilled security professionals and delivered from our ten global Security Operations Centers (SOCs). Our skilled professionals will augment your security team round-the-clock delivering configuration management, continuous security monitoring and threat mitigation to identify and block threats while reducing operational costs.

Security Technology Management

Security technologies must be continuously monitored, tuned and updated to maintain their health and availability. Our Security Technology Management service takes on this burden for you with our security experts who can support products in existing environments and new deployments.

Components of this service include:

- Technology Incident Management
- Change Management
- Product and Security Updates
Managed Security Threat Detection and Response

Whether you’re challenged with overcoming skills shortages, fighting new threat adversaries and tight budgets, or looking for more efficiency around your IT initiatives, Trustwave can handle the heavy lifting for you. Our security engineers will monitor the security events originating from the managed WAF, investigate and determine the level of risk and deliver appropriate escalation in the event of a security event.

Security Policy Review and Optimization Analysis

Just having a WAF deployed is insufficient in protecting your web applications. The efficacy of a WAF depends highly on your ability to tune it accurately, to reduce false positives and false negatives. Tuning a WAF can be easy, time-efficient, and an affordable with Trustwave. Our security experts will provide insights on how best to tune your WAF based on your application needs and our expertise and intelligence in the security industry.

Additional Service Features

Delivering additional value to our clients is key. Along with managing your WAF, we offer a comprehensive portfolio of managed security services, security testing, consulting, technology solutions and cybersecurity education. Trustwave helps businesses embrace digital transformation securely.

Complementary Solutions and Services

As you move from planning, building, testing, to running applications, you can rely on Trustwave, an accredited managed security service provider (MSSP), to provide protection for your organization every step of the way because we are on the forefront of security threats. In addition to managed WAF services, we offer a complete portfolio of application security solutions to keep your applications – and your business - running despite persistent attacks.